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Abstract 

 

The project simulates the passage of a moving train on the railway when it is passing a 

level crossing. The project uses hardware and software to simulate the signals that the 

relays, which are connected to the track, get when a train is passing the level crossing. 

This simulation is to evaluate a new level crossing system that is called Alex and will be 

used in Sweden in the future. In this project, one set of relays and two Alex systems are 

installed at the Swedish school of transportation (Trafikverksskolan) in Ängelholm at a 

simulated level crossing for testing and training purposes. The project also helpt to 

evaluate the reactions of the relays of any level crossing without running any real train 

on them.  

The report is divided into three basic parts. The first part is to study the data of the 

problem and make research how to solve it. The simulation of the train passage by using 

Arduino board is the result of this part of the project. The second part is to study the 

software and hardware that are needed at the project. At the end of this part, the code is 

written and the testing of the code by a prototype is done. The third part is about the 

installation of the project at the Swedish school of transportation and testing it with 

simulated equipments and level crossing before it will be connected to Alex. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 
1.1 Purpose 

The road protection system task is to protect passing vehicles and persons on a railway 

level crossing. A level crossing is an intersection where a railway line crosses a road or 

path at the same level.  

Over the track, there are circuits called "track circuits". The circuits are connected to 

relays that tell about the train's positions. The purpose of the project is to simulate the 

train passage by simulating the actions that a real train causes in a level crossing control 

system when this train is moving on the track. A portable box is built with electronics 

and code that generates signals according to supposed passing trains. 

 

 

 

1.2 Justification for the project 

In Sweden, the current automatic systems will be replaced by a new system called Alex 

with a new technology. Two Alex installations that are intended for testing and training 

will be built at the Swedish school of transportation (Trafikverksskolan) in Ängelholm. 
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This project is providing the basic required equipments to simulate train passage using a 

portable box to evaluate Alex system and the reacting of it at a simulated level crossing 

before the delivery. The result of the project can also be used to detect malfunctioning 

relays at the level crossings, by simulating a passing train in order to see how the relays 

react. The relays will be connected to Alex that receives the place of the coming train 

through them.  

 

 

 

1.3 Scope 

The autonomic road protection system has three basic relays that are used to detect the 

position of the train where they are connected to track circuits. The moving train makes 

the track circuit shorted and the corresponding relay unoccupied for a period of time. 

This period is depending on the train speed, the train length and the direction of the 

train. The aim of this project is to build a portable box that can be used to simulate this 

process so that the relays and road protection system can be tested without running an 

actual train over the relays. 

The project is built with an Arduino microcontroller that produces the simulated signals 

to the relays and saves the time of that on a SD memory card. The project involves 

construction of both hardware and software to achieve the project purpose in evaluating 

Alex system. The constructed hardware can also help to detect malfunctioning relays at 

a level crossing. 

The code is written in Arduino language which is a collection of C and C++. Arduino 

Software (IDE), which is used in this project, gives a helpful development environment 

to write the code [1].  
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Chapter 2 

 

Theory and background knowledge 

In this project, a simulation of a level crossing between a road and a railway is studied. 

This chapter gives some theory and background to how such a level crossing works, as 

well as the hardware and software components used to construct the simulations. 

Furthermore, the hardware resulting from this project can help to detect malfunctioning 

relays, and could therefore be used in a smart maintenance setting, see Section 2.2. 

 

2.1 Level crossing and train specifications 

In order to build and develop simulation hardware for level crossings, some background 

knowledge is needed. The level crossing is the stage of both the project and the passing 

train on the track. The relays that are connected to the track and the system that 

manages the level crossing are the basic components of any level crossing.  

2.1.1 Level crossing 

A level crossing is the crossing between a road and a railway at the same level. Sweden 

has approximately 6500 level crossings where 2800 of them have active protection. The 

whole installations of this type of level crossing are called the road protection system 
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where they have barriers with light and sound signals or only light and sound signals 

[2]. The following pictures are showing some differences between two level crossings 

in Sweden. The first one in Figure 1 has full protection equipments while the other in 

Figure 2 has only warning signs without any automation. The project considers the 

types of level crossing that have track circuits near to the level crossing areas and send 

signals to a local system to control the level crossing. Therefore, Figure 2 is out of the 

project field while Figure 1 is one example of considered level crossings. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Level crossing with full road protection systems, Sweden [3] 
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                 Figure 2: Level crossing with just warning signs,  Sweden [3] 

 

 

2.1.2 Track circuit of level crossing 

About 2800 of the level crossing road protections that Sweden has are automatic. The 

automatic road protection are controlled by the train's position where the track circuits 

detects that. Each level crossing has three track circuits that are connected to three 

relays. The three relays are showed in Figure 3 where they are called IV, SV and IIV 

according to each track circuit name they are connected to. The specific functions and 

names for each circuit help to detect the direction of the coming train where the moving 

train makes each one of the three relays unoccupied for a period. The periods are 

depending on train direction, train speed and train length. 
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Figure 3: the track circuits at one crossing 

 

 

The following two pictures show how the track circuit works to detect the presence of   

a train on the track. Figure 4 shows the track circuit where the power supply is feeding 

the circuit, making the corresponding relay active as long as no train is above the 

circuit. The passing train shorts the track circuit causing the connected relay inactive. 

Figure 5 shows the situation when the train is on the circuit where the axels of the train 

shorts the circuit by cutting the feeding on the coil of the corresponding relay. The drop 

of supply to the coil of the relay makes the contacts of this relay unoccupied so the 

system, like Alex, knows that is a train in the corresponding area by receiving the signal 

from the relay of the level crossing system,  it is thus possible to automatically lower the 

barriers and other desired actions. 

 

 

 

                             

                            Figure 4: Unoccupied Track Circuit (occupied relay)[4] 
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Figure 5:  Occupied Track Circuit(unoccupied relay)[4] 

 

 

2.1.3 Train specification 

In order to construct a simulation for a train, it is important to consider the typical 

specification of a train. In particular, the length and the speed of the train will be 

important.  

The train length is one of the train specifications that affect the periods of time where 

the train makes the level crossing relays unoccupied. The current allowed maximum 

length of the train in Sweden is 630 meter. A new paper has showed the possibilities to 

increase the length to 730 meter where an attempt of that is executed for the transport of 

paper rolls from Gävle to Malmö [5]. In the simulations done in this project, a train 

length of 730 meter is considered, but it could easily be changed to any other train 

length. 

In Sweden, a train is considered fast by speed around 200 km/h or little higher. The 

high-speed tracks can allow for speeds up to 250 km/h [6]. 

In the simulations done in this project, the maximum speed is hence set to 250 km/h, but 

it can easily be changed in order to consider the effect of different speeds. 
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2.1.4 Alex 

The relays IIV, SV and IV in Figure 3 will be connected then to the level crossing 

system Alex to be tested. The current level crossing installations will be replaced by 

Alex that has many advanced enhances comparing with the current technology like [7],  

• Improved protection against trespassing ("barrier skirts") 

• Acoustic signals adjusted to the ambient needs 

• Log function,  such as a blown out lamp 

 

Alex control components is provided into cabinets with advanced functions like air 

condition unit, IP network, control system for signals and barriers, and interface with 

other systems. Figure 6 shows many components that are included in Alex together with 

provided components by Trafikverket where the green arrow refers to Alex components 

while the red logo refers to components from Trafikverket. We can see for example in 

the top right corner of Figure 6 a speed sensor with its interface. We can also see in the 

middle top the main cabinet, adjacent signalling installations and control boxes, and 

IRIS camera surveillance that are placing between the previous components and the 

track. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 :Alex - Automatic LX Vägskyddssystem för plankorsningar [8] 
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2.2 Maintenance of relays 

In general, maintenance is all possible actions that could be taken during the usage 

period of a system in order to keep the system in the required situation of it or to restore 

it. It involves many functional actions for example checking, repairing or replacing of 

necessary elements of the system whether the elements is hardware or software. 

Maintenance is very important subject that is needed for any system to achieve the 

required goal of it with as few mistakes as possible. 

Maintenance approaches can be generally classified into two categories: reactive and 

protective [9]. Both reactive maintenance and protective maintenance could be called by 

other names that explain the functionality product for each of them. 

2.2.1 Reactive Maintenance 

Reactive maintenance is simply to do a reaction to a failed part of the system and then 

perform maintenance tasks to restore the system to its intended functionality. So the 

mentality of this approach can be explained by the sentence "run until it breaks” [9]. 

The reactive maintenance has advantages that it needs only a simple setup of 

equipments, and thus the setup can be relatively cheap. On the other hand the mentality 

of reactive maintenance “run until it breaks” makes the problems happens in a random 

manner, so the system may have to be turned off abruptly. This process wastes time and 

money, and requires more labor. The advantages and disadvantages of reactive 

maintenance are summarized in Table 1 [9]. 

 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Low Setup Cost unscheduled Downtime 

Easy to set up increased labor Costs 

 increased Costs 

 un-optimized staff resources 

 

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of reactive maintenance. 
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2.2.2 Protective Maintenance 

In protective approach the system will periodically checked under time in order to avoid 

the abnormal statues of the system [10]. This helps to prevent the system from going 

into a down state by making the maintenance actions before that. This can both make 

the system available for more time, and also makes it possible to plan necessary 

downtime in advance. One the other side, protective maintenance has a high cost for 

setup compared to reactive maintenance. Furthermore, even if a large amount of money 

is spent on setting up a framework for protective maintenance, it can still not be 

guaranteed to capture every possible malfunction, so unplanned downtime may still 

occur. The advantages and disadvantages of proactive maintenance are summarized in 

Table 2 [9].  

 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Increases System Availability High Setup Cost 

Minimizes Logistical Downtime Not feasible for all equipment 

Reduces Unscheduled Downtime  

Decreases Costs  

Maintenance Events Planned  

Optimize Logistical Support  

 

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of protective maintenance. 

 

2.2.3 Condition-based maintenance (CBM) 

Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance approach that collects and 

estimates real-time information, and recommends maintenance decisions according to 

the current situations of the system [11]. Some references e.g. [10] study CBM 

separately where they classify the maintenance approaches into three types: breakdown 

maintenance (corrective or reactive maintenance), preventive maintenance and 

Condition- Based Maintenance (CBM). 

CBM is the maintenance approach for this project regarding to the relays maintenance 

where the reactions of the relay will be considered in the real time.  
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2.3 Fundamentals of Arduino 

Arduino is an open-source electronics platform that makes the working with the 

hardware and software easy. Arduino boards can read inputs from a sensor, a finger etc,   

and turn it into an output - activating a motor, turning on an LED, or publishing 

something online. One sends a set of instructions to the microcontroller that is the basic 

part on the Arduino board using Arduino programming language and the Arduino 

Software (IDE) [12]. 

2.3.1 Arduino language 

The code is written in Arduino programming language which is a collection of C and 

C++ where the code can be divided in functions, values (variables, constants), and 

structure. There are many benefits with using the Aurdino language compared to other 

programming languages like,  

• Cross-platform - The Arduino Software works well on Windows, Macintosh 

OSX  and Linux operating systems.  

• Open source - The Arduino software has open source tools, which the 

experienced programmers can expand. The language can be expanded through 

C++ libraries.  

• Open source and extensible hardware – The experienced circuit designers can 

make their own version of the module by building the breadboard version of the 

module in order to understand how it works [12]. 

 

 

2.3.2 Arduino Mega 2560 

 Arduino MEGA 2560 is a microcontroller board that is designed for projects that are 

more complex. In particular, if the code base for the project is a bit larger, then the 256 

kb of memory in the Mega 250 is needed. 

The MEGA 2560, shown in Figure 7, is based on the ATmega2560 and has 54 digital 

input/output pins, 16 analog inputs. It can simply be connected to a computer with a 

USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC adapter [13]. 
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                                               Figure 7:  Arduino MEGA 2560. 

   

  

2.3.3 SD Library and card in Arduino     

The SD library allows to read from and write to SD cards, e.g. on the Arduino Ethernet 

Shield. The library supports FAT16 and FAT32 file systems. The communication 

between the microcontroller and the SD card occurs on digital pins 11, 12, and 13 (on 

most Arduino boards) or 50, 51, and 52 (Arduino Mega). Additionally, another pin must 

be used to select the SD card. This can be the hardware SS pin - pin 10 (on most 

Arduino boards) or pin 53 (on the Mega) - or another pin specified in the call to 

SD.begin() [14]. Ethernet shield, shown in Figure 8. 
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  Figure 8:  Ethernet Shield from two sides. 

 

2.3.4 Real Time Clock (RTC) DS3132 

DS3231 clock is a real time clock that is built in chip module. It could be connected to 

Arduino board to allow keeping track of the current time in order to do or save actions 

at a specific time. The unit is shown in Figure 9 with its CR2032 battery. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Real Time Clock (RTC) DS3132/CR2032-battery 
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2.3.5 Serial communication in Arduino 

Serial communication in Arduino is the method used to send data one bit at a time, 

sequentially. Arduino has a small window that allows the user to read the sending serial 

data online by Arduino software. Arduino sends data that is on SD memory card over 

the USB cable to be shown over Arduino software environment on Windows system. 

The picture in the left of Figure 10 is the environment of Arduino Software (IDE) where 

the code is written and one can reach many other functions to manage the software. On 

the right of Figure 10 is a picture of the serial window that is showing the sent data from 

the memory card by serial communication. 

 

 

 

 

               

                    

                    Figure 10: Arduino Software environment and the serial window. 
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2.4 Basics of Electronics 

The project has many electronic parts that are used to implement the circuit of the 

project.   

2.4.1 Electrical relay  

Electrical relay is a basic electrical switch that is available in many shapes, sizes and 

power ratings suitable for all types of applications. It uses in a low voltage to switch a 

higher voltage or current supply. Relays can have single or multiple contacts that can be 

switched by one low voltage signal. 

The relay in Figure 11 has two sets of electrically conductive contacts. The contacts 

could be “Normally Open”, or “Normally Closed” where one pair of contacts are 

classed as Normally Open, (NO) and the other are classed as Normally Closed, (NC).  

In the normally open position, the contacts are closed only when the field current is 

“ON” so the switch contacts are pulled towards the inductive coil [15]. Figure 12 shows 

a module with four relays. The project uses three relays to simulate the three relays of 

the level crossing circuits by connecting them to Arduino board from a side and to the 

relays IV, SV and IIV from another side. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Electromechanical Relay Construction [15]. 
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Figure 12: Relay module  5 V _ 30 V DC/10 A 

 

 

2.4.2 Switch 

Switch in electronic circuit is an electronic component or device that can switch or 

interrupt an electrical circuit. Switch uses semiconductor materials and could come with 

many conductors that are made separated or connected together. Figure 13 shows flip 

switch with 2-pole that is used in the project to send "Request to read" to Arduino in 

order to start reading and showing the saved data the data without any interrupt on the 

program. 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Flip switch sub-miniature 2-pole 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_component
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
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Chapter 3 

 

Method 

 
3.1 Before implementation  

This section summarizes the method that the project will follow to give the engineering 

solution for the basic two problems in this project. 

3.1.1 The simulation 

Each part of the railway line has a specific maximum allowed speed (STH in the code) 

with a tolerance until 9 km/h (trains can go 9 km/h above the allowed maximum speed). 

The hardware of the project will be connected to the coils of three relays to make them 

shorted in a way similar to a real passing train. The code will choose all information 

about one supposed train as random values of specific ranges that are written in the 

code. The code calculates the periods of time that the relays, shown in Figure 14, should 

be unoccupied according to the chosen information.  

The information that the code will chose are: STH, times (Date, hour, minute and 

second) of each changes in the three relays, the direction, the speed, and the length of 

the train for each simulated passage will be. This information will also be saved on an 
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SD memory card. The configured hardware will be installed in suitable enclosure that 

could be installed in the any control room of a level crossing. 

 

 

 

                                            Figure 14: IV,  SV and IIV relays 

 

 

3.1.2 Train specifications and calculations 

The code produces all information about each simulated train randomly from specific 

ranges of values that are given to the code according to the characters of trains and level 

crossings in Sweden see Table 3: 

 

 

Variable Value/ranges of 

values/calculations 

Explanation 

STH(Maximum allowed 

Speed) 

40  to  200  km/h  with  

standard  tolerance (+9 km/h). 

It is inserted at the beginning 

of the code 

Time for the maximum 

allowed speed 

35 second The standard time that the 

train takes from the beginning 

of  IV or IIV areas to the   

midpoint of  the crossroad 

The length to the middle of 

the crossing 

 

(STH+9)/3.6 * 35  meter 

The distance of the beginning 

of  IV or IIV areas to the   

midpoint of  the crossroad   

Length of  SV area If STH <= 80 km/h the length 

of  SV area is 20 m. if STH> 

80 km/ h the length  of SV 
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area  is 40 m. 

Length of  IV or IIV area   (STH * 35 s) - (SV / 2) the distance of the beginning 

of  IV or IIV areas to the   

begging of SV area   

Train length   10 to 650 m random value 

Train speed  10 km/h to the chosen STH  random value 

Supposed  direction of trains (IV-SV-IIV ) or( IIV-SV-IV )  Random value 

 

 
Table 3: Train specifications and the basic calculations  

 

 

3.1.3 Testing of the relays 

The project builds a portable box that will be used to simulate  moving trains that  make 

the track circuit shorted and the corresponding relays unoccupied for  periods  so that 

the relays and road protection system can be tested without running an actual train over 

the relays. The box will be used to test if relays are broken and if Alex works as it 

should be. The three relays of each level crossing react to the simulated trains in the 

same way they react to a real train. The relays will be tested by connecting the contacts 

of them to a special logger, shown in Figure 15, which records the changes of the 

contacts in millisecond of the real time. The recorded data show the time that the 

contacts of each relay takes to change between the statuses of them. If this time is more 

than the standard allowed time of the relay, so the relay should be replaced.  

 

 

                                           Figure 15: The relays connected to the device 
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3.2 Implementation  

In this section all previous explained information in this report is used to write the code 

and execute the hardware of the project. 

3.2.1 The circuit of the project (prototype) 

The circuit of the project is showing in the following. This step is important before the 

writing of code to determine the outputs and inputs, and all needed hardwires. 

 The circuit’s components that are shown in Figure 16 are: 

1-Aruino Mega 2560. 

2- Ethernet-shield for Adriano: It is supplied by a SD memory slot. 

3-SD memory card. 

4- Real time clock: To log time on SD in real time. 

5-Relay module: It has 4 relays where we use three of them to send the signals to the    

   basic relays that are controlling the Alex system. 

6- LED's: Three of them indicate the activation of each relay i.e. the location of the 

train (IV, SV and IIV). The fourth one is to show that the program is going (Running). 

The last one is to show that the system is "Ready to read" that means the user can 

connect USB cable to the circuit and start reading the data of the memory card without 

disconnecting the system. 

7- Switch: It is using to choose between the simulation situation (Run) and the reading 

situation of data (Request to read) where the simulation will be stopped during this time.  

8- Resistors. 
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                                       Figure 16: The circuit of the project  

 

 

3.2.2   Diagram of the code 

The code considers two proprieties of directions, just as in a real train. The customer 

can read SD memory card at any by changing the switch on the panel without any 

problem. When the reading of data is submitted, the code will wait for the current 

simulation of train to be finished then the code will start reading and showing the data 

of the SD card. Figure 17 shows the steps and all properties that the code follows to 

execute the train passage.  
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Figure 17: Diagram of the code 

 

 

Figure 17 summarizes all properties that the code can follows to simulate train passages 

continuously. Each box of it refers to some statements, actions or options the code has. 

The following explains each box in particular: 

 

1-Libraries: They expend the Arduino environment to provide extra functionality for 
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  using in sketches. 

2-Declaration variables: The declarations of all variables that are used in the code. The 

variables are used to save the periods of time of each passage and the real time of the 

implementing before the writing on SD memory card.   

3- Setup: The setup part is to determine the outputs and inputs of Arduino board and set  

the configuration of the SD memory card and the real time clock. 

4-Functions: The functions that are included in this code are for the real time clock, and 

 the reading and writing the time of each action. 

5- Loop: The consecutive part of the sketch. 

6- Reading: The code reads the data that is on SD card after requesting that by putting 

the switch on the panel on the read situation. 

7- Passage and train information: The code chooses random information for each  

loop about one train and makes some basic calculation for the related passage. 

8- Calculation: According to the train direction, the code makes the calculations to  

determine the related outputs and how long time they should be active. 

7- Output relay and LED: The code activates the corresponding outputs with the right 

 delays and save the time for each action in the variables before the writing  

to the SD memory card. 

8- Write on SD: The code opens the SD memory card, writes the saved data on it then 

 closes it again. 

 

Notes: 

 

-IIV-SV-IV and IV-SV-IIV refers to the direction that the chosen train is coming from. 

-TL: The train length 

-SV: The length of the track circuit that are connected to the relay SV. 

 

 

3.2.3 The circuit of the project (Fabrication) 

Using the prototype of the project shown in Figure 16, we draw the circuit of the project 

that is shown in Figure 18. It shows the real parts of the project circuit while the circuit 

in Figure 16 is just to show which components are needed and how to connect them in 
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general. This step is important because the drawing of the circuit is made and it will let 

other people understand how the connections inside the portable box are done. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18:  The circuit of the project to be fabricated 
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Chapter 4 

 

 Installation and results 

 
4.1 Fabrication of the circuit 

All hardware components of the project are fabricated in an enclosure to be protected 

and portable. The connections are done according to the data in the previous parts. The 

outputs from the enclosure are the signals from the primary relays to the relays that are 

connected to the track circuits. The following pictures show the enclosure from inside 

and outside. Figure 19 shows how the fabricated circuit looks internally, while Figure 

20 shows the enclosure closed where we can see three LED's that indicate the positions 

of the train with respect to the relays  IIV,  SV and IV, one LED that indicates that the 

system is "Ready to read" after choosing  "Request to read" of  the selected switch,  one 

LED shows that the system is "Running"  after choosing "Run" of the switch.  
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Figure 19: The fabricated circuit of the project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: The outside of the enclosure 
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4.2 The testing of the system with a simulated level 

crossing 

After the system has been tested about one week with the logger, see 3.13, with good 

results, the system has been connected to a simulated level crossing at the Swedish 

school of transportation (Trafikverksskolan) in Ängelholm. The simulated level 

crossing is working in a way similar to the real level crossing. It is also supplied with 

barriers, sounds and lights. At the same time, the logger was connected to the relays to 

record the reactions of them. The data from the logger can then be evaluated in order to 

detect malfunctioning relays. In Figure 21-27, a full testing of a simulated train passage 

is shown. The situation while no train in the area near the level crossing is shown in 

Figure 21. Note that in this case the white light is lightning. In Figure 22, a train is 

coming so the LED-IIV is lighting to tell that the train is coming from its side. In Figure 

23, we see the lamps of the level crossing are alarming and the barriers are down to 

keep the crossing closed while the train is passing. Figure 24 shows that SV-LED have 

also started lighting with IIV-LED that means the train is passing currently the middle 

of the crossing without to reach the other side of the level crossing. In Figure 25, we can 

see that the IIV-LED have stopped lighting while IV-LED have started light with SV-

LED. This means that the train has passed the IIV/area and is now only moving on the 

SV and IV areas. In Figure 26 we can see that SV-LED have stopped lighting while IV-

LED only is lighting, which means that the train is currently only on IV area before 

leaving the crossing. The level crossing is back to the normal situation again in Figure 

27 and we see that the white light is starting lighting again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 21: No train on the level crossing (white light                Figure 22: A train is coming from the IIV-SV-IV side 
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Figure 23: The lamps are alarming and the barriers are down      Figure 24: The train is passing the middle of the crossing (SV) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: The train is passed the IIV and moving              Figure 26: The train is on IV area only before leaving the crossing 

                                           on SV and IV areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

                                               Figure 27: The train is passed the crossing,  the barriers went up 
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4.3 The testing of the system with a special device  

After the hardware and software of the simulated system have been ready to be installed 

on the simulated level crossing, the system has been tested by connecting the relays to 

the special logger. The device collects data for each change of the relays' status and logs 

the data on a memory. The testing let us compare the data that is logged on the SD 

memory card of the system with the logged data of the logger. This will let us check the 

results of the project work exactly. The collected data can be used to carry out a 

condition-based maintenance approach, by trying to detect faults in some components. 

Figure 28 shows an example of the saved data on SD memory showing on the laptop by 

Arduino software using serial communication. Figure 29 shows the data that has been 

saved on the device memory then have been read by the laptop. 

 

                       

 

 

Figure 28: One example of the data on SD memory card 
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                            Figure 29: One example of the data on the device 

 

In Figure 30a, we see data for one passage with all details about it. In Figure30b, we see 

the recorded times of the relays reactions that are taken by the logger, see 3.1.3. We 

noticed that the reactions of the relays are delayed around one second than the recorded 

send time (on SD), and the shifts between recorded times are almost the same in both 

files. We can also see in Figure30b that IV was going between "0" and "1" even it 

should has taken just "0" when it is unoccupied. That indicates the time that the contacts 

of this relay takes before reaching the right stable situation. The engineers could know 

from the specification of this relay if this period is accepted or longer than the allowed 

value to evaluate if there is a problem with the relay or not. 

 

 

                                (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 30: Recoded data of one passage 
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Chapter 5 

 

Conclusion 

 

5.1 Discussion 

The goal of the project is obtained where the simulation of passage for a random train is 

done with good results. The project simulates unlimited number of train passages, saves 

the data about each passage, sends the needed signals to the level crossing and makes all 

data readable by the user. The project can detect malfunction in the relays by evaluating 

the recorded data on the logger. This could in the future be used to carry out condition-

based maintenance on the system. 

The enclosure of the project, the logger device and the laptop that has the Arduino 

Software (IDE) could work as portable testing equipments that can help to test any real 

level crossing and the relays of it. The equipments could be installed at the control room 

of the level crossing without making any drop on the going system. They do not even 

need a big space to be installed or moved from one level crossing to another. 

As an alternative, the programmed enclosure and the logger could also be used only to 

help in evaluating the relays of any level crossing without need to check all other stuff 

where the enclosure can run the simulated trains and the logger shows the reaction of 
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the relays in order to analyze it. In this case the running of the simulated trains will be 

the goal of the enclosure in order to study then how Alex reacts to this running. The 

project can do those two tasks or alternatives together or separately without any 

problem. In Figure 31, the enclosure of the project is shown while it is in "Ready to 

read" status and connected to the laptop by the USB cable. 

 

 

 

                               

                      Figure 31: The enclosure of the project and the laptop 

 

 

 

5.2 Future work 

The future work of this project could be by supplying the code with some machine 

learning algorithms with sample data in order to make predictions about malfunctions in 

the relays while a real train is going. This can help to determine any current problem in 

the relays and the track at the same time, that can be helpful to give an evaluation about 

them. 

On the other hand,  the project could consider some unexpected situations that could 

happen while the train is passing a level crossing. For example an unexpected short 

could happen on one of the track circuit because of one metallic sled is crossing the 

track. The Arduino Ethernet shield that the project is already using for the SD memory 

card has another useful special character. It allows an Arduino board to connect to the 

internet,  for example to read and write on the SD card. This improvement is already 

considered in the project for the future work where the project is supplied with the 

needed cable and its adapter that are shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: The cable with its adapter inside the enclosure of the project 

 

 

 

5.3 Trains and sustainability 

 

The last thing we can end this report with is one word about the sustainability and 

trains.  

Recently the whole world is more concerned about the emissions that we people have 

been harming our earth by, which affects every person in this world. By paying more 

attention to improve eco friendly trains, it can help in reducing emissions in general. 

Trains can also reduce the emissions by replacing other types of transportation that are 

not environmental friendly like common cars. Therefore, by making the eco friendly 

trains more comfortable and available, governments will be more interested in 

supporting this type of trains and more people will be encouraged to use those trains 

instead of other non friendly transportations. That is exact included in what whole 

global are looking forward to achieve in agenda 2030, goal 7 that is “Ensure access to 

affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all” [16]. Sweden has very good 

experience in this area where the trains are mostly driven by electricity and their 

emissions is less than one percent of the entire transport sector's carbon dioxide 

emissions [17]. The hope is that this project can be a little help in improving the level 

crossings and by extension thus improve the whole train system. 
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Appendix A 

 

The code of the project 

 

 

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <SD.h> 

File logFile; 

 

//For RTC 

#include "Wire.h" 

#define DS3231_I2C_ADDRESS 0x68 

// Convert normal decimal numbers to binary coded decimal 

byte decToBcd(byte val) { 

  return ( (val / 10 * 16) + (val % 10) ); 

} 

// Convert binary coded decimal to normal decimal numbers 

byte bcdToDec(byte val) { 

  return ( (val / 16 * 10) + (val % 16) ); 

} 

 

long STH,  STHO,  TS,  TL; 

long SV,  IV,  IIV; 

long TSms,  STHms,  ToM; 

long SVL,  IVL,  IIVL; 

long IV0,  IV1,  SV0,  SV1,  IIV0,  IIV1; 

long D; 

 

/*byte second1; 

byte minute1; 

byte hour1; 

byte dayOfWeek1; 

byte dayOfMonth1; 

byte month1; 

byte year1; 

 

byte second2; 

byte minute2; 

byte hour2; 

byte dayOfWeek2; 

byte dayOfMonth2; 

byte month2; 
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byte year2; 

 

byte second3; 

byte minute3; 

byte hour3; 

byte dayOfWeek3; 

byte dayOfMonth3; 

byte month3; 

byte year3;*/ 

 

byte secondSVL; 

byte minutSVL; 

byte hourSVL; 

byte dayOfWeekSVL; 

byte dayOfMonthSVL; 

byte monthSVL; 

byte yearSVL; 

 

byte secondIVL; 

byte minutIVL; 

byte hourIVL; 

byte dayOfWeekIVL; 

byte dayOfMonthIVL; 

byte monthIVL; 

byte yearIVL; 

 

byte secondIIVL; 

byte minutIIVL; 

byte hourIIVL; 

byte dayOfWeekIIVL; 

byte dayOfMonthIIVL; 

byte monthIIVL; 

byte yearIIVL; 

 

byte secondSVH; 

byte minutSVH; 

byte hourSVH; 

byte dayOfWeekSVH; 

byte dayOfMonthSVH; 

byte monthSVH; 

byte yearSVH; 

 

byte secondIVH; 

byte minutIVH; 

byte hourIVH; 
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byte dayOfWeekIVH; 

byte dayOfMonthIVH; 

byte monthIVH; 

byte yearIVH; 

 

byte secondIIVH; 

byte minutIIVH; 

byte hourIIVH; 

byte dayOfWeekIIVH; 

byte dayOfMonthIIVH; 

byte monthIIVH; 

byte yearIIVH; 

 

void setup() { 

 

 

  //Intputs switch 

  pinMode(2,  INPUT);      

 

  //Outputs to relays 

  pinMode(5,  OUTPUT);     //IV 

  pinMode(6,  OUTPUT);    //SV 

  pinMode(7,  OUTPUT);    //IIV 

 

  //Outputs to the leds 

  pinMode(8,  OUTPUT);   //IV 

  pinMode(9,  OUTPUT);   //SV 

  pinMode(11,  OUTPUT);  //IIV 

 

  //Outputs for Run and Read 

  pinMode(12,  OUTPUT);   //Read 

  pinMode(13,  OUTPUT);   //Run 

 

  //Setup for SD 

  SD.begin(4); 

 

  //Setup for the clock: 

  Wire.begin(); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

 

  // set the initial time for the clock: 

  // DS3231 seconds,  minutes,  hours,  day,  date,  month,  year 

  // setDS3231time(00, 34, 12, 2, 17, 7, 18); 

 

  //Serial.begin(9600); 
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  randomSeed(42); 

} 

 

//For the RTC: 

void setDS3231time(byte second,  byte minute,  byte hour,  byte dayOfWeek,  byte 

                   dayOfMonth,  byte month,  byte year) { 

  // sets time and date data to DS3231 

  Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_I2C_ADDRESS); 

  Wire.write(0); // set next input to start at the seconds register 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(second)); // set seconds 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(minute)); // set minutes 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(hour)); // set hours 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(dayOfWeek)); // set day of week (1=Sunday,  7=Saturday) 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(dayOfMonth)); // set date (1 to 31) 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(month)); // set month 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(year)); // set year (0 to 99) 

  Wire.endTransmission(); 

} 

 

void readDS3231time(byte *second,  

                    byte *minute,  

                    byte *hour,  

                    byte *dayOfWeek,  

                    byte *dayOfMonth,  

                    byte *month,  

                    byte *year) { 

  Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_I2C_ADDRESS); 

  Wire.write(0); // set DS3231 register pointer to 00h 

  Wire.endTransmission(); 

  Wire.requestFrom(DS3231_I2C_ADDRESS,  7); 

  // request seven bytes of data from DS3231 starting from register 00h 

  *second = bcdToDec(Wire.read() & 0x7f); 

  *minute = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  *hour = bcdToDec(Wire.read() & 0x3f); 

  *dayOfWeek = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  *dayOfMonth = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  *month = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  *year = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

} 

 

 

//Display time: 

void displayTime(byte second,  byte minute,  byte hour) { 

  logFile.print(hour,  DEC); 

  // convert the byte variable to a decimal number when displayed 
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  logFile.print(":"); 

 

  if (minute < 10) { 

 

    logFile.print("0"); 

  } 

 

  logFile.print(minute,  DEC); 

 

  logFile.print(":"); 

  if (second < 10) { 

    logFile.print("0"); 

  } 

 

  logFile.println(second,  DEC); 

 

} 

 

//Print date to logFile: 

void displayDate(byte dayOfWeek,  byte dayOfMonth,  byte month,  byte year) { 

  logFile.print("20"); 

  logFile.print(year,  DEC); 

  logFile.print("-"); 

  logFile.print(month,  DEC); 

  logFile.print("-"); 

  logFile.println(dayOfMonth,  DEC); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

 

 

if(digitalRead(2)==HIGH) { 

 

    

  digitalWrite(12,  HIGH);  

  digitalWrite(13,  LOW);  

    

  // open logFile for reading: 

  logFile = SD.open("logFile.txt"); 

  if (logFile) {Serial.println("logFile.txt:"); 

      // read from logFile until end: 

      while (logFile.available()) { 

        Serial.write(logFile.read()); 

      } 
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      //logFile.close(); 

    }  

   else { 

    // if the Logfile didn't open,  print an error: 

    Serial.println("error opening logFile"); 

  } 

while(digitalRead(2)){ } 

 

} 

 

else { 

 

///////////////////////////////// 

    digitalWrite(5,  LOW);     //IV 

    digitalWrite(6,  LOW);    //SV 

    digitalWrite(7,  LOW);    //IIV 

    digitalWrite(8,  LOW);    //IV 

    digitalWrite(9,  LOW);    //SV 

    digitalWrite(13,  HIGH);   

    digitalWrite(12,  LOW); 

     

///////////////////////////////////////// 

     

  //Set max speed on track 

  STH = 160;  

  //Set max overspeed on track 

  STHO = 9; 

 

  //Values for random train speed 

  TS = random(10,  STH+STHO); 

  //Values for random train length 

  TL = random(10,  650);  

   

  //Values for random train direction (Iv-Sv-IIv or IIv-Sv Iv)   

  D = random(1,  6);  

 

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

    TSms = TS / 3.6;    //The speed of the train in m/s 

 

    STHms = (STH + STHO) / 3.6; //The maximum allowed speed STH in m/s 

     

    //Calculating length of traccicuits 

     

    //Distance to center of LX 

    ToM = STHms * 35; 
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    //Length of trackcircuit Sv 

    if (STH > 80) 

    { 

      SVL = 40; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      SVL = 20; 

    } 

 

    /*//Length of trackcircuit IV 

    IV0 = 0; 

    IV1 = ((ToM - (SVL / 2)) + TL) / TSms; 

 

    //Length of SV 

    SV0 = (ToM - (SVL / 2)) / TSms; 

    SV1 = (ToM + ((SVL / 2) + TL)) / TSms; 

 

    //Length of trackcircuit IIV 

    IIV0 = (ToM + SVL / 2) / TSms; 

    IIV1 = (ToM * 2 + TL) / TSms; 

    ////////////////////////////////////////////*/ 

 

    /////////For test 

    //TS = 120; 

 

    //D=1: 

    //D=2: 

 

    //SVL = 20 

    //TL = 50; 

    //TL = 10; 

    ////////////////////////////////////////////////////  

 

 if (D==1 || D==3 || D==5) //If direction (Iv-Sv-IIv)  

  { 

    delay(10000); 

    Serial.println("No train on the track now."); 

 

    /*//To relay 

    digitalWrite(5,  LOW);     //IV 

    digitalWrite(6,  LOW);    //SV 

    digitalWrite(7,  LOW);    //IIV 

    //To LEDS 
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    digitalWrite(8,  LOW);    //IV 

    digitalWrite(9,  LOW);    //SV 

    digitalWrite(11,  LOW);  //IIV*/ 

 

    delay(20000); 

    Serial.println("Ttrain direction: IV-SV-IIV."); 

 

    /*TSms = TS / 3.6;    //The speed of the train in m/s 

 

    STHms = (STH + STHO) / 3.6; //The maximum allowed speed STH in m/s 

 

    //The sensitive parts of the sensors that make the relays 

    //SV,  IV and IIV active are fixd in the track and the distances 

    //between them are calculated according to the standard specifications 

    //where the STH for each cross and 35 s is time for the STH 

    //between the first point of IV_distance and the middle of the SV_distance 

    //So the distance from the first point of IV_distance and the middle of 

    //SV_distance is: 

 

    //Calculating length of traccicuits 

     

    //Distance to center of LX 

    ToM = STHms * 35; 

 

    //Length of trackcircuit Sv 

    if (STH > 80) 

    { 

      SVL = 40; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      SVL = 20; 

    }*/ 

 

    //Length of trackcircuit IV 

    IV0 = 0; 

    IV1 = ((ToM - (SVL / 2)) + TL) / TSms; 

 

    //Length of SV 

    SV0 = (ToM - (SVL / 2)) / TSms; 

    SV1 = (ToM + ((SVL / 2) + TL)) / TSms; 

 

    //Length of trackcircuit IIV 

    IIV0 = (ToM + SVL / 2) / TSms; 

    IIV1 = (ToM * 2 + TL) / TSms; 
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    Serial.print("Time for the train to pass the LX: "); 

    Serial.println(IIV1 - IV0); 

 

    //If train length TL > SVL 

    if (TL > SVL) 

    { 

      //IV high 

      digitalWrite(5,  HIGH);  //Relay 

      digitalWrite(8,  HIGH);  //LED 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVL,  &minutIVL ,  &hourIVL,  &dayOfWeekIVL,  &dayOfMonthIVL,  

                     &monthIVL,  &yearIVL); 

                      

      delay((SV0 - IV0) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(6,  HIGH);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  HIGH); 

 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVL,  &minutSVL ,  &hourSVL,  &dayOfWeekSVL,  &dayOfMonthSVL,  

                     &monthSVL,  &yearSVL); 

                      

      delay((IIV0 - SV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(7,  HIGH);//IIV 

      digitalWrite(11,  HIGH); 

 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVL,  &minutIIVL ,  &hourIIVL,  &dayOfWeekIIVL,  &dayOfMonthIIVL,  

                     &monthIIVL,  &yearIIVL); 

                      

      delay((IV1 - IIV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(5,  LOW);//IV 

      digitalWrite(8,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVH,  &minutIVH ,  &hourIVH,  &dayOfWeekIVH,  &dayOfMonthIVH,  

                     &monthIVH,  &yearIVH); 

                      

      delay((SV1 - IV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(6,  LOW);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVH,  &minutSVH ,  &hourSVH,  &dayOfWeekSVH,  &dayOfMonthSVH,  

                     &monthSVH,  &yearSVH); 

                      

      delay((IIV1 - SV1) * 1000); 
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      digitalWrite(7,  LOW); //IIV and then waiting for another train 

      digitalWrite(11,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVH,  &minutIIVH ,  &hourIIVH,  &dayOfWeekIIVH,  &dayOfMonthIIVH,  

                     &monthIIVH,  &yearIIVH); 

 

      Serial.println("The train is passed the track now"); 

      Serial.println("--------------------------------------------------------------"); 

       

      delay(10 * 1000); 

       

      logFile.println("---------------------------------------------------------------"); 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      digitalWrite(5,  HIGH);  //IV 

      digitalWrite(8,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVL,  &minutIVL ,  &hourIVL,  &dayOfWeekIVL,  &dayOfMonthIVL,  

                     &monthIVL,  &yearIVL); 

                      

      delay((SV0 - IV0) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(6,  HIGH);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVL,  &minutSVL ,  &hourSVL,  &dayOfWeekSVL,  &dayOfMonthSVL,  

                     &monthSVL,  &yearSVL); 

                      

      delay((IV1 - SV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(5,  LOW);  //IV 

      digitalWrite(8,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVH,  &minutIVH ,  &hourIVH,  &dayOfWeekIVH,  &dayOfMonthIVH,  

                     &monthIVH,  &yearIVH); 

                      

      delay((IIV0 - IV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(7,  HIGH);//IIV 

      digitalWrite(11,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVL,  &minutIIVL ,  &hourIIVL,  &dayOfWeekIIVL,  &dayOfMonthIIVL,  

                     &monthIIVL,  &yearIIVL); 

                      

      delay((SV1 - IIV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(6,  LOW);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVH,  &minutSVH ,  &hourSVH,  &dayOfWeekSVH,  &dayOfMonthSVH,  
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                     &monthSVH,  &yearSVH); 

                      

      delay((IIV1 - SV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(7,  LOW);  //IIV and waiting for another train 

      digitalWrite(11,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVH,  &minutIIVH ,  &hourIIVH,  &dayOfWeekIIVH,  &dayOfMonthIIVH,  

                     &monthIIVH,  &yearIIVH); 

                      

      Serial.println("The train is passed the track now"); 

       

      Serial.println("--------------------------------------------------------------"); 

       

      delay(10 * 1000); 

    } 

 

    // open the LogFile. 

    logFile = SD.open("logFile.txt",  FILE_WRITE); 

 

    displayDate(dayOfWeekIVL,  dayOfMonthIVL,  monthIVL,  yearIVL); 

    delay(1000); 

 

    logFile.println("Dir IV-SV-IIV "); 

 

    logFile.print("STH, , "); 

    logFile.print(STH); 

    logFile.println(", km/h"); 

 

    logFile.print("Trainspeed, , "); 

    logFile.print(TS); 

    logFile.println(", km/h"); 

 

    logFile.print("Trainlength, , "); 

    logFile.print(TL); 

    logFile.println(", m"); 

 

    // 

 

    logFile.print("IV relay is low for: "); 

    logFile.println(IV1 - IV0); 

 

    logFile.print("SV relay is low for: "); 

    logFile.println(SV1 - SV0); 

 

    logFile.print("IIV relay is low for: "); 
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    logFile.println(IIV1 - IIV0); 

     

    // 

 

    logFile.print("IV occupied, "); 

    displayTime(secondIVL,  minutIVL ,  hourIVL); 

    logFile.print("IV free, "); 

    displayTime(secondIVH,  minutIVH ,  hourIVH); 

 

    logFile.print("SV occupied, "); 

    displayTime(secondSVL,  minutSVL ,  hourSVL); 

    logFile.print("SV free, "); 

    displayTime(secondSVH,  minutSVH ,  hourSVH); 

 

    logFile.print("IIV occupied, "); 

    displayTime(secondIIVL,  minutIIVL ,  hourIIVL); 

    logFile.print("IIV free, "); 

    displayTime(secondIIVH,  minutIIVH ,  hourIIVH); 

 

    logFile.println("---------------------------------------------------------------"); 

 

    // close the logFile: 

    logFile.close(); 

  } 

 

  else //If direction (IIv-Sv-Iv)                 

 

 

  { 

 

    delay(5000); 

     

    Serial.println("No train on the track now."); 

     

    /*//To relay 

    digitalWrite(5,  LOW);     //IV 

    digitalWrite(6,  LOW);    //SV 

    digitalWrite(7,  LOW);    //IIV 

    //To LEDS 

    digitalWrite(8,  LOW);    //IV 

    digitalWrite(9,  LOW);    //SV 

    digitalWrite(11,  LOW);  //IIV*/ 

 

    delay(20000); 

    Serial.println("The comming train direction is:IIV-SV-IV."); 
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    /*TSms = TS / 3.6;               //The speed of the train in m/s : 

 

    STHms = (STH + STHO) / 3.6;    //The maximum allowed speed STH in m/s: 

 

 

    //The sensitive parts of the sensors that make the relays 

    //SV,  IV and IIV active are fixd in the track and the distances 

    //between them are calculated according to the standard specifications 

    //where the STH for each cross and 35 s is time for the STH 

    //between the first point of IV_distance and the middle of the SV_distance 

 

    //So the distance from the first point of IV_distance and the middle of 

    //SV_distance is: 

 

   //Distance to center of LX 

    ToM = STHms * 35; 

 

    //Length of Sv 

    if (STH > 80) 

    { 

      SVL = 40; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      SVL = 20; 

    }*/ 

 

    //Calculation of IV 

    IIV0 = 0; 

    IIV1 = ((ToM - (SVL / 2)) + TL) / TSms; 

 

    SV0 = (ToM - (SVL / 2)) / TSms; 

    SV1 = (ToM + ((SVL / 2) + TL)) / TSms; 

 

    IV0 = (ToM + SVL / 2) / TSms; 

    IV1 = (ToM * 2 + TL) / TSms; 

 

    Serial.print("The expected time for the train to pass the crossing area is:"); 

    Serial.println(IV1 - IIV0); 

 

    //If trainlength TL > SVL 

    if (TL > SVL) 

    { 

      //Output IIV 
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      digitalWrite(7,  HIGH);   //Relay 

      digitalWrite(11,  HIGH);  //LED 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVL,  &minutIIVL ,  &hourIIVL,  &dayOfWeekIIVL,  &dayOfMonthIIVL,  

                     &monthIIVL,  &yearIIVL); 

                      

      delay((SV0 - IIV0) * 1000); 

 

      //Output IIV 

      digitalWrite(6,  HIGH);  //Relay 

      digitalWrite(9,  HIGH);  //LED  

      readDS3231time(&secondSVL,  &minutSVL ,  &hourSVL,  &dayOfWeekSVL,  &dayOfMonthSVL,  

                     &monthSVL,  &yearSVL); 

 

      delay((IV0 - SV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(5,  HIGH);//IV 

      digitalWrite(8,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVL,  &minutIVL ,  &hourIVL,  &dayOfWeekIVL,  &dayOfMonthIVL,  

                     &monthIVL,  &yearIVL); 

                      

      delay((IIV1 - IV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(7,  LOW);  //IIV 

      digitalWrite(11,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVH,  &minutIIVH ,  &hourIIVH,  &dayOfWeekIIVH,  &dayOfMonthIIVH,  

                     &monthIIVH,  &yearIIVH); 

                      

      delay((SV1 - IIV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(6,  LOW);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVH,  &minutSVH ,  &hourSVH,  &dayOfWeekSVH,  &dayOfMonthSVH,  

                     &monthSVH,  &yearSVH); 

                      

      delay((IV1 - SV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(5,  LOW); //IV and waiting for another train 

      digitalWrite(8,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVH,  &minutIVH ,  &hourIVH,  &dayOfWeekIVH,  &dayOfMonthIVH,  

                     &monthIVH,  &yearIVH); 

                      

      Serial.println("The train is passed the track now."); 

       

      Serial.println("--------------------------------------------------------------"); 
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      delay(10 * 1000); 

    } 

    else 

    { 

 

      digitalWrite(7,  HIGH);  //IIV 

      digitalWrite(11,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVL,  &minutIIVL ,  &hourIIVL,  &dayOfWeekIIVL,  &dayOfMonthIIVL,  

                     &monthIIVL,  &yearIIVL); 

                      

      delay((SV0 - IIV0) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(6,  HIGH);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVL,  &minutSVL ,  &hourSVL,  &dayOfWeekSVL,  &dayOfMonthSVL,  

                     &monthSVL,  &yearSVL); 

                      

      delay((IIV1 - SV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(7,  LOW);  //IIV 

      digitalWrite(11,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIIVH,  &minutIIVH ,  &hourIIVH,  &dayOfWeekIIVH,  &dayOfMonthIIVH,  

                     &monthIIVH,  &yearIIVH); 

                      

      delay((IV0 - IIV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(5,  HIGH);//IV 

      digitalWrite(8,  HIGH); 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVL,  &minutIVL ,  &hourIVL,  &dayOfWeekIVL,  &dayOfMonthIVL,  

                     &monthIVL,  &yearIVL); 

                      

      delay((SV1 - IV0) * 1000);  

 

      digitalWrite(6,  LOW);  //SV 

      digitalWrite(9,  LOW); 

      readDS3231time(&secondSVH,  &minutSVH ,  &hourSVH,  &dayOfWeekSVH,  &dayOfMonthSVH,  

                     &monthSVH,  &yearSVH); 

                      

      delay((IV1 - SV1) * 1000); 

 

      digitalWrite(5,  LOW);  //IV and waiting for another train 

      readDS3231time(&secondIVH,  &minutIVH ,  &hourIVH,  &dayOfWeekIVH,  &dayOfMonthIVH,  

                     &monthIVH,  &yearIVH); 

                      

      Serial.println("The train is passed the track now."); 
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      Serial.println("--------------------------------------------------------------"); 

       

      delay(10 * 1000); 

 

    } 

     

    // open LogFile. 

     

    logFile = SD.open("logFile.txt",  FILE_WRITE); 

 

    displayDate(dayOfWeekIVL,  dayOfMonthIVL,  monthIVL,  yearIVL); 

    delay(1000); 

 

    logFile.println("Dir IIV-SV-IV "); 

 

    logFile.print("STH, , "); 

    logFile.print(STH); 

    logFile.println(", km/h"); 

 

    logFile.print("Trainspeed, , "); 

    logFile.print(TS); 

    logFile.println(", km/h"); 

 

    logFile.print("Trainlength, , "); 

    logFile.print(TL); 

    logFile.println(", m"); 

    // 

    logFile.print("The train long in m is:"); 

    logFile.println(TL); 

 

    logFile.print("IIV relay is low for: "); 

    logFile.println(IIV1 - IIV0); 

 

    logFile.print("SV relay is low for: "); 

    logFile.println(SV1 - SV0); 

 

    logFile.print("IV relay is low for: "); 

    logFile.println(IV1 - IV0); 

 

    // 

 

    logFile.print("IIV occupied, "); 

    displayTime(secondIIVL,  minutIIVL ,  hourIIVL); 

    logFile.print("IIV free, "); 
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    displayTime(secondIIVH,  minutIIVH ,  hourIIVH); 

 

    logFile.print("SV occupied, "); 

    displayTime(secondSVL,  minutSVL ,  hourSVL); 

    logFile.print("SV free, "); 

    displayTime(secondSVH,  minutSVH ,  hourSVH); 

 

    logFile.print("IV occupied, "); 

    displayTime(secondIVL,  minutIVL ,  hourIVL); 

    logFile.print("IV free, "); 

    displayTime(secondIVH,  minutIVH ,  hourIVH); 

 

    logFile.println("---------------------------------------------------------------"); 

 

    // close the file: 

    logFile.close(); 

 

  } 

 

  delay(300000); 

 

} 

} 
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